Blessed Feet
by zell ford

Dedicated to:
this is dedicated to large and small—
whether be Gandhi's walk or
the Apostle's Way named Paul.
the Via Dolorasa hath blessed them all.

The list be long—'tis yet complete
Of those who have suffered
For blessed feet.
The Chronicle and time so clearly speaks
Of them—who've walked in suffering
And have blessed feet.
Not just the heroes and the well renowned
With names so known for gifts of speech
But all with blessed feet.
To walk His Path to an end yet known
Is to walk The Way—but not alone
'Tis the shame of blessed feet.
No matter the color, the type nor the style
Ere regardless the clicking of clock's cruel dial
This be the way of blessed feet.
And IF . . .
If this beloved curse you want more than all,
Then kick off the dust and start it now!
Take that journey . . .
The sacred journey of blessed feet.